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1. Introduction.

1.1. Statement of results. The Frattini subgroup ^(G) of a group G is the inter-

section of the maximal subgroups of G; if G has no maximal subgroups $>(G) = G.

The Frattini subgroup is characterized as the set of nongenerators of G, that is

those elements g of G with the property that for all subgroups F of G, <F, g} = G

=> T=G. Following Gaschiitz [1], G will be called <D free if <1>(G) = 1.

This paper represents an attempt to relate the Frattini subgroup of a group

constructed from well-known groups to the Frattini subgroup of its constituent

groups ; the two types of constructions considered are the free product of groups

with amalgamated subgroup(2), and the wreath product of groups. Concerning the

former, the following main result is proved in §2.

Theorem 1. The free product of finitely many free groups with cyclic amalgama-

tion is 4» free.

In particular we have

Corollary. If

G = ¿ ax, a2, ...,an, bx, b2, ...,bn;\\ at~1bi~1atb(
\ i=i

is the fundamental group of a two-dimensional orientable surface, then G is <bfree.

The motivation for Theorem 1 is a paper due to Graham Higman and B. H.

Neumann [2] where it is shown that while the free product of nontrivial groups is

<J> free, this is in general not true for a free product with amalgamations—in fact

the Frattini subgroup of such a group can coincide with the amalgamated subgroup.

Higman and Neumann raised the questions : Can the Frattini subgroup of a free

product with amalgamation be larger than the amalgamated subgroup—indeed

does such a group necessarily have maximal subgroups? That the questions re-

main unanswered is indicative of the difficulties inherent in the structure of these

groups.

The torsion subgroup AT of an abelian group A is the subgroup consisting of all

elements of finite order. Theorem 1 can be used to prove the following statement
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about the Frattini subgroup of a generalized free product when the factors are

finitely generated abelian groups.

Theorem 2. Let G be the free product 0/finitely many finitely generated abelian

groups with amalgamated subgroup 77. Then 3>(G) ¿ HT.

In §3 we turn to wreath products. In some cases there does seem to exist a tenuous

relationship between the Frattini subgroup of the wreath product A Wr B of two

groups A and B and that of A and F. For example

Theorem 3. If A and B are finite groups of coprime order then Av/r B is i>

free o A is $ free.

And on the other hand

Theorem 4. If A and B are groups without maximal subgroups and A is abelian,

then both A Wr B and AwrB have no maximal subgroups.

In particular, if g is the additive group of rationals, then Q Wr Q has no

maximal subgroups.

1.2. Preliminaries. If TT is a subgroup of G we write H^G, and 7TXIG when TT

is normal in G; H< G (7T<]G) denotes proper inclusion. The set of elements of G

which do not belong to TT is written G\TT. The normal closure of TT in G is the least

normal subgroup of G containing TT and will be denoted by nmaH. A subgroup F

of TT will be called G normal if K is normal in G. A group is residually O free if its

normal subgroups with <J> free quotient group intersect in the identity.

It is easily verified that $>{G) is characteristic in G; moreover if TV is a normal

subgroup of G then 0(G)TV/TV^ <S>{GjN) and hence <S>{GjN) = 1 => <D(G) ^ TV. From

this it follows that any residually i> free group is itself <P free and hence free abelian

groups, being residually prime cycles, are $ free.

Stronger than the notion of nongenerators is that of omissibility. A subset S

of a group G is called omissible in Gif for each subgroup F of G,(,T,S}=G =>T=G.

An omissible subset is always contained in <&{G), but unless <J>(G) is finitely genera-

ted, it need not be omissible.

2. The proof of Theorems 1 and 2.

2.1. We begin with a proposition that provides a partial answer to the second

of Higman and Neumann's questions.

Proposition 2.1. Let A be an indexing set of cardinality greater than one, let

G=n*eA (GA; 7TA) with the amalgamated subgroup denoted by Hand suppose that the

normal closure of TTA 1« GA is properly contained in GA for at least two X e A. Then

Í>(G) is contained in the normal closure of TT in G.

Proof. If we denote the free product Fl*eA GxjnmGhHK by G*, then by Higman

and Neumann's result on the i> freeness of a free product and the remarks of

§1.2 it will suffice to show that GjnmGH^ G*. The homomorphisms 0A mapping GA
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into G* defined by 9A : GA -» Ga/««zGa//a agree on the elements of H (that is

h9Á=h9p. for A, p. e A, « e H); under these conditions [5] the 9h can be extended to

a homomorphism 0 mapping G onto G*. We check that ker 9 — nmGH. Ifge nmaH

theng=n"=i«i' (gi e G, «f e //, l^z'=«), hence g0=l. On the other hand if an

element g in the kernel of 9 is put in normal form g=gx, g2 • • • gJ1 where g¡ e GA(\//,

h e H, A,,¿ At+1, we have 1 = (g^ • • ■ gnh)9=gx9g29 ■ ■ ■ gn9 where £,0 e GxJnmGHHX[

and Aj#Ai+1 which implies, since G* is a free product, thatg¡0=l for 1 =z' = «, i.e.

that gi enmGxH. Hence genmGH.

2.2. The next proposition is a special case of the theorem, when each of the

free factors is cyclic. In both Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 the characterization of 0(G)

as the set of nongenerators of G is used to show that G is O free. We produce for

any given element we wish to exclude from 0(G) a proper subgroup F of G which,

together with the element in question, generates all of G.

Proposition 2.2. The free product with amalgamations of finitely many infinite

cyclic groups is O free.

Proof. Let Xlt X2,..., Xn be infinite cyclic groups with Xi = (txiy, //¡ = <^?">

(«z¡ integers greater than one), 1 = /=n, and let G=FI?"i (-^i ; Ht) with amalgamated

subgroup H. By Proposition 2.1 0(G) = //; hence it suffices to exclude an arbitrary

element h=Xfmi (1 = z'=«, A>0) of//from 0(G). For this purpose choose a prime

p> 1 such that (/», Affîi) = 1 for all i and let F= <*f, x\,..., *£>. Clearly (T,h} = G;

it remains to show that T+ G. To see this let Y¡ = <xf > and note that for 1 =y, /c ̂  «,

Yj n H=Ykn H, hence [5] the subgroups 71; Y%,..., Yn generate their free

product amalgamating their common intersection with H, and F= Fl*= i ( F¡ ',

Yi n Hi). If Xx were in F, since Xx i Yx the normal form for xx in T must have

length ^ 2, say Xx=4jp4f • • • x\f where x\f e Yik\Hlk (1 g k = /, /=2) and ik / zfc+ x

(1 =/V< /), i.e. 1 =xr1xi1lP ■ • • x[;p. If XT1*}*" ̂ yY we have in G a product of terms

lying outside of H such that no two successive terms belong to the same factor

equal to one, which is impossible [5]. If ix = 1 and x^" ~x e H then xrxlV ~ 1x\f e Y¡2\H

giving the same contradiction. Thus Xx$T and « £ 0(G).

2.3. When certain restrictions are placed on an arbitrary free product with

amalgamations the above argument can again be used to show that the group is

O free.

Proposition 2.3. If in a free product G with amalgamated subgroup H there

exists an element which conjugates each nontrivial element of H outside of H,

then G is O free.

Proof. Let G = ]~l *£a (Ga ; Hh) and let p. be an element of the nonempty indexing

set A. If A = GU, HA = HU and B=]~[fe!i.ki:u (GA; HK) with HB the amalgamated

subgroup of B, then G = (A * B; HA=HB); hence it is enough to prove the prop-

osition for the free product with amalgamations of two groups A and B. So let

G=(A * B; H) and let c e G be such that «c $ H for all nontrivial h in H. Note
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then that h0'1 $ H for all nontrivial « in TT. We use the normality of 0(G) to

conclude that since no nontrivial subgroup of TT is normal in G, it is enough to

exclude elements of length à 1 from <t(G), and secondly, in order to exclude an

arbitrary element g in G of length at least one, it is enough to exclude any conjugate

of g by an element of G (or, in fact, any power of g or g'1). We consider four cases,

corresponding to the four possibilities for a normal form for c.

Case I. c=axßx- ■ -amßm where otj,ßt e A\H, B\Hrespectively {l^i^m) and m&L

If g is an arbitrary element of G of length at least one, conjugation of g by a suitable

element of G will yield one of the two normal forms (i) ßxäx ■ ■ )8n¿tn^n+1 or (ii)

äxßx ■ ■ ■ Snßn, where « ^ 1 ; hence we may assume that g is in one of these two forms

(¿f,, ßi e A\H, B\H respectively, 1 ̂  /¿in).

(i) If g=ßxSx ■ ■ ■ ßnänßn+x we exclude z=gcaic~1 from <D(G). If T=(z~1Az, F> it

is clear that <F, z> = G. If z e T, z would equal a product of terms coming altern-

ately out of z'1Az and F and multiplication of both sides by z_1 would yield one

of the following equations, where we may assume the a¡ and ¿>y are nontrivial :

(a) l=albxalb2- ■ ■ akbkz-x {k^l),

(b) l=bx{alb2 ■■■akbk+xz-1){km,

(c) 1 = {a\bxaz2b2 ■ ■ ■ a\bkz-^)akJrx {kä0),

(d) l=bx{a\b2 ■■■akbk+xz-^)ak+x {k^O).

Equation (a) becomes

1 = Cax~lC~1g~\caxC~1axCaxiC~1)gCax{c~1bxc)ax1c~1g~1{caxC~1a2Cax~1C~1)

•gcaxc~1b2- ■ ■Cax1c~1g~1(caxc~1akcax~1c~1)gcax(c~1bkc)ax1c~1g~1caxc~1.

But if ax e H then acx is a word beginning and ending with a term from F\7T which

cannot cancel with ax or a{x. If ax £ 77 and aïai_1 e T7, then the first bracketed

expression begins and ends with a term from y4\TT which will not cancel with ßx

or ßi1. Similarly, if bx e TT then bx begins and ends with a term from F\7T, while if

bx e F\TT no cancellation can occur at all. Continuing this process of combining

terms we see that at each a¡ and b¡ after combining at most seven terms we are left

with an expression with factors coming alternately out of y4\TT and F\7T, and that

the terms consumed at an at or Z»y never overlap. Hence the expression in (1) cannot

collapse to 1. Moreover, with closer scrutiny we observe that even if the right-hand

side of equation (1) were preceded with a nontrivial element be B and/or followed

by a nontrivial element ae A, the cancellation stops at c and c'1 ; hence equations

(b) through (d) cannot occur. From this it follows that z$T, i.e. that z and hence

g i HG).
(ii) If g = äxßx ■ ■ ■ änßn choose an integer e such that e« > m. Then l{ge) = 2en

>2m = l{c), and

(2)       CgeC - x = axßx ■ ■ ■ amßmSxßx ■■■Snßn-.. 5ißi ■ ■ ■ änßnß~ la¿1.-- ßi Vl.

Cancel and combine as much as possible at the only spot where cancellation can

occur—between ßn and jS"1. Note that c remains untouched. In fact at worst one
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is left with c followed by two terms coming out of A\H and B\H, say cgec~1 = caß.

If after cancellation and contraction cg^'1 ends in a ß e B\H, i.e. cgec~1 = ca ■ ■ ■ ß,

square it to obtain ca- ■ ■ ßca■ ■ ■ ß=z. We exclude z from 0(G); for this purpose

let T={z~1Bz, A). Again under the assumption that ze T we obtain one of the

following equations :

(a') l=b\axb%a2- ■ -bla^-1 (k^l),

(V) l=ax(bla2--blak+xz-1)(k^0),

(c')  1 =(b\axb2a2 ■ ■ ■ ÔXz-1)^! (/c = 0),

(d') 1 =ax(bla2 • • • «*+!*"%+, (/c = 0).

As in the preceding case we examine only equation (a'); that equations (b')

through (d') cannot occur will follow as before from the limited contractions

possible in this equation.

Equation (a') becomes

1 = ß-1 ■ -.■a-1C-1ß-1 ■ ■ ■ a-^C-'b^a ■ ■ ■ ß(ca ■ ■ ■ ßaxß-x ■ ■ ■ a"1^1^-1

(2') ■ ■ ■ a-^C-^cy ■■■ßca---ßa2---ß-1--- a-^^ß-1

■ ■ ■ a-^C-^c)« • • ■ ß(ca ■ ■ • ßa^-1 ■ ■ ■ a-1C~1)ß-1 ■ ■ ■ a~le"1.

As the bracketed expressions involving b¡ begin and end with terms coming from

B\H and those involving at begin and end with terms coming from A\H, the entire

expression in (2') cannot collapse to 1, implying as before that g $ 0(G).

If after cancellation in (2) cgcc~1 = c ■ ■ ■ a where a e A\H, let z = c~1ßxcgsc~1ßx1c

= c'1ßxc ■ ■ ■ aßx1c, and let T={z~1Az, F>. zeT only if an equality of type (a),

(b), (c) or (d) holds; restricting our attention as before to equation (a) we have

1  = C^ßxU-1 ■ ■ ■ C-^rKcfliCWc • • • aß^C^C-'ß.a-1 ■ ■ ■ C"1)

(3) ■ j8f \ca2c - ')ßxc ■■■aßx1cb2---c- ^xa -1---c-1ßx \ca„c -l)

■ßx(c ■ ■ ■ aß^cKc^ßxa-1 ■ ■ ■ C-^ß^C.

Consider the bracketed expressions involving the a¡. If a¿ $ H no cancellation can

occur at all; if at e H then a^1 begins and ends with a term from A\H, hence

cannot cancel with ßx or /Sf1. Similarly, in those bracketed expressions involving

¿>¡, if bte H cancellation stops at b¡ ' \ If bt $ H and b\ e H, cancel and combine as

much as possible, noting that at worst the bracketed expressions will be of the form

chc'1 (where « e //), which begins and ends with terms from A\H; hence cannot

combine with ßx or ßx1. We again conclude that z £ Fand g $ 0(G). Thus if c is in

form I, 0(G) = 1.

Case II. c=ßxax ■ ■ ■ ßmam (ahßteA\H, B\H respectively for l=z'g«i; «z^l).

Since by conjugating g (where g is an arbitrary element of G subject to /(g) = 1) by

a suitable element of G we may also assume that either (i') g=Sxßx ■ ■ ■ änßn5n+x

(n^ö) or (ii') g=ßxäx ■ ■ -ßnän («;> 1). Case II follows from Case I by interchanging

A and F.
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Case III. c=axßx- ■ ■ amßmam+x (at, ßj e A\H, B\H respectively, l^i'^wi+1,

lèj^m, m^O).

Again, given an element g in G of length at least one we conjugate it judiciously

to obtain (i) or (ii). If g can be put in form (i), that is, ßxäx ■ ■ ■ ßnänßn+x, we exclude

z=gc'lßic by choosing T=(j.~yAz,B~y and observing that while (T,z} = G, if

z e F one of the equations (a) through (d) must hold, or, again confining ourselves

to (a) and expanding,

1 = c^ß^cg-^c-^ca.c-^^gc-^icb^-1)

(4) -ßr'cg-'ic-ißica^-^ßi^gc-ißicb,

■ ■ ■ c-'ßi'cg-'ic-^ca^-'ßi^gc-'ßiicb^-^ßi'cg-'ßic.

Note that after all possible cancellations are performed the bracketed expressions

begin and end with terms from ^4\7T and we are left with a nontrivial expression.

We complete the argument as before.

To eliminate g qua form (ii), i.e. äxßx ■ ■ ■ änßn, from 3>(G) we again choose k

such that en > m, let

Z = Cg-iC1 = axßx ■ ■ ■ amßmam+x(ß-1 ■ • • of1 • ■ -fa1 ■ • • S^1)

and apply the argument used in Case I (ii), since the only essential difference

between (5) and (2) is that in (5) at worst, 2m +1 terms of g~e are consumed after

cancellation; c however still remains intact.

Case IV. c=ßxax ■ ■ ■ ßmamßm+1 (mSO). In this case we conjugate our arbitrary

g of nonzero length into forms (i') or (ii') by a suitable element of G and, inter-

changing A and F, apply Case III.

Since we have exhausted all the possibilities for c, the proposition follows.

2.4. We are now in a position to deduce Theorem 1. We use the following simple

lemmas:

Lemma 2.4.1. Let g and h be elements in a free group F. Ifg~1hmg = hn then m = n

and g and h commute.

Proof. The group F= <g, «> is free of rank either one or two. If F is free of rank

one, no proof is required. But in a free group of rank two any two generators are

free generators [3], hence g and « freely generate K and the lemma follows.

We use this in the proof of

Lemma 2.4.2. Let F be a free group on a set of free generators X={xx, x2,...}

where X may have any cardinality greater than one, and let 7T=<«> be a cyclic

subgroup of F. Then there exists c e F such that (hn)c $ H for all nonzero integers n.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4.1 it is enough to produce an element c such that [«, c]^ 1.

Express « uniquely as a word w(x,) in the given generators for F and let S be the

subset of X consisting of those xf that appear in w(xt). If there exists an xk e X\S
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then [h, xk] ̂  1. If 5= X then W(xt) involves at least two free generators, either one

of which will not commute with «.

Collecting our results we now have that the free product of finitely many free

groups with cyclic amalgamation is O free. For by Proposition 2.2 we may assume

that one of the free factors is noncyclic, which implies by Lemma 2.4.2 that the

hypothesis of Proposition 2.3 is satisfied.

2.5. That the theorem is false if we allow G to be the generalized free product of

infinitely many free groups is illustrated with the following example due to Gilbert

Baumslag. Consider the group G = <a1; a2, a3,..., at,... ; a\ = a% = a%= ■ ■ ■ =af*

= • • • > where p¡ denotes the z'th positive prime. G is the free product of countably

many infinite cyclic groups with amalgamated subgroup H; let //=<«>. We know

0(G) ^//; to show 0(G) actually coincides with //we show « e 0(G). Suppose not

and let yVf be a maximal subgroup of G excluding «. Then, since « is central in G,

we have for elements «z¡ e M, af = «Zj«f< and mfi = h1~"fai. Now let ph,pi2,.. .,ptn

be the prime divisors of 1 —2^. Then 1 —2^, 1 —phah,..., 1 —plnain are relatively

prime, whence there exist ß,ßx,...,ßn such that (l-2o:1)S+(l-/»ilaJ1)/31H-

+ (l-/»iFain)jSn=l. But then

mfmt'i'i ■ ■ ■ «z?y» = lfi-—iP**-*A1ti»i*•••+«-»(,«(,>». _ «

which puts « in M, a contradiction which establishes that 0(G) = H.

2.6. Proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 2.6.1 Let G be the free product of finitely generated abelian groups

Ax, A2,..., An(n< oo) with amalgamated subgroup H and let « be an element of H

with infinite order. Then there exists a homomorphism <p mapping G onto the free

product P of « finitely generated free abelian groups with cyclic amalgamation

such that « £ ker <f>.

Proof. If ax, a2,..., as is a basis for H we have, since « has infinite order, that

h = aexia22 ■ ■ ■ ap where say, £,.#0 and ax has infinite order. For l^z'^« let yV¡

= (A¡T, a2,..., asy and let <p¡ map each of the subgroups A¡ of G onto the free

abelian groups AJNi. If F is the free product of the groups AJNt amalgamating

the subgroups generated by the elements axNh then it is easily checked that the

U regarded as maps into F, agree on H and may thus be extended to a map <f> of G

onto F with the required property that h<f>^l.

Lemma 2.6.2. The free product P of finitely generated free abelian groups

Ax, A2,..., An («<oo) with cyclic amalgamation C is O free.

Proof. One can choose basis alx, al2,..., am} for the groups At such that

the cyclic subgroup C=(afx1'). Let yV¡ = <ai2,..., atmy, let o-,: At ->■ AJN, and let

F be the free product of the infinite cycles A^Ni amalgamating the subgroups

generated by the elements alxNi. As in Lemma 2.6.1 we note that since the <t(,

regarded as maps into F, agree on C we may extend them to a map a of F onto F,
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such that C n ker a— 1. But by Proposition 2.2 F is O free and hence 0(F) á ker a.

Since by Proposition 2.1 O(P) g c, the lemma follows.

Theorem 2 now follows immediately. For if G is the free product of finitely

many finitely generated abelian groups with amalgamated subgroup TT, by Pro-

position 2.1 0(G) 5; 77. But if « is an arbitrary element of TT of infinite order, by

2.6.1 there exists a homomorphism <j> mapping G onto a group F such that

« £ ker </>. Since by 2.6.2 F is O free we have « £ ker <£ 3 0(G) as required.

Note that in 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 the amalgamated subgroups of F and F may coin-

cide with one of the factors allowing the possibility that F and F are themselves

free abelian. But since free abelian groups are O free the desired result follows.

That Theorem 2 is the best possible result with respect to the O freeness of such

a group is illustrated by the following remark due to John Campbell:

2.6.3. If a group G contains a normal subgroup TV and a subgroup K with the

property that TV is omissible in K, then TV is omissible in G.

For if not, then G = TVF with T<G. Since TV^Fand since by assumption N^K

we have N$TnK<K. But then K=N(Tr\K) which contradicts the omissibility

of TV in F.

In particular when G is the free product of a family of groups {GA}A6A with

amalgamated subgroup TT and TV is a finitely generated subgroup of TT such that

TV<1G and TV^ 0(GA) for some A e A then N¿¡ 0(G). And in the case when the

groups GA are finitely generated and abelian, if TT intersects the Frattini subgroup

of any one of the constituent groups nontrivially, this intersection, a torsion group,

is contained in 0(G).

If in 2.6.3 we place different demands on the normal subgroup TV we have another

source of omissible subgroups.

2.6.4. If a group G contains a normal nilpotent subgroup TV and a subgroup K

such that TV^ 0(F) and TV is the normal closure in F of finitely many elements,

then TV is omissible in G.

Proof. By 2.6.3 it is enough to show that TV is omissible in K. To see this, let

N=nmK(xi,..., xn) and suppose K=TN for some subgroup T of K. Then for

x¡ (lúiún) and for each keK we have x? = x([x(, A:] = Xj[Xí, r«] = x¡[x¡, r][x¡, «]

(t e F, « e TV) where [x¡, «] e TV' which is omissible as a subgroup of the nilpotent

group TV [4]; hence TV=<xx, x2,..., xn, [x(, r]> where teT, i=l,...,n and

F= <Xi,..., xn, F> = F as was required.

3. Frattini subgroups of wreath products.

3.1. Definitions. If A and B are groups let K=A(B) be the group of all functions

from B to A with multiplication defined componentwise : if/ g e K, fg(b) =f(b)g(b)

for all be B. The wreath product A Wr F of A by F is defined as a splitting exten-

sion of F by F using the following action: for/e F and b e B we define/" e F by

p^^fyb'b'1) for all F e F. We denote A Wr F by IF and refer to F as the base

group of W. If Kx = {fe Kjf(b) ̂  1 for finitely many b e B} then KXB forms a subgroup
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of A Wr B called the restricted wreath product of A and B and denoted by A wr F.

The Fitting subgroup T(G) of a group G is the product of the normal nilpotent

subgroups of G. Fitting has shown that *F(G) is itself normal in G and when G is

finite ip(G) is nilpotent. We will use the fact that the Fitting subgroup of a direct

product of groups is the direct product of the Fitting subgroups; that is if

G=rLeAGA then Y(G) = ELeA ̂ (Gk). That FLeA Y(GA) = T(G) is trivial; on the

other hand if F is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G then for each A e A the pro-

jection 77A: F-> GA defined by/rA=/(A) maps F onto a nilpotent normal subgroup

of GA which is thus contained in *F(GA). Therefore F and hence *F(G) is contained

inrLsA^G,).
The socle S(G) of a finite group G is the product of the minimal normal sub-

groups Gu of G. It is easily verified that S(G) is the direct product of suitable Gu

and that any G normal subgroup of S(G) has a G normal complement in S(G).

Let S(G)a be the maximal soluble G normal subgroup of >S(G). Then for each

minimal normal subgroup Gu of G either Gu n S(G)a =1 or G„ = «SXG^ ; hence

5'(G)a is the direct product of the minimal normal subgroups Gu contained in it

and the latter as subgroups of a soluble group are soluble. Moreover they are all

direct products of prime cycles for if not they would contain characteristic sub-

groups, contradicting their minimality. Hence S(G)a is the direct product of prime

cycles and is called the abelian component of the socle of G. We note two results

of Gaschütz [1] for finite groups:

3.1.1. 0(G) = 1 => Y(G) = S(G)a, and

3.1.2. 0(G) = 1 if and only if G splits over S(G)a.

3.2. Proof of Theorem 3. To show that when A and F have coprime order

0(1F) = 1 if and only if 0(^)= 1 we use two lemmas, the first of which is due to

John Cossey.

Lemma 3.2.1. Let W= AwrB with A and B finite groups of coprime order and

let H be a normal subgroup of W. Then H n Kis complemented in H by a subgroup

CofB.

Proof. Since H n K has order prime to its index in //, by the Schur-Zassenhaus

results H splits over H n K. If C is a complement for H n K in //, we have

KC=KH. If C=BnKH then KC^KH, but on the other hand if kh e KH then

since kh=kxb (kx e K, b e B) we have b = k1~1kheC and KH ¿, KC. Hence KC=KH

= KC. Since K has order prime to its index in KC the two complements C and C

for K in KC are conjugate and hence C is contained in the normal subgroup H.

Moreover since H\H n K^KC/K^ C, H n K is complemented in H by C.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let W=A wr B with A and B finite groups of coprime order. Then

any normal nilpotent subgroup of W is contained in K.

Proof. We show that a normal subgroup H which is not contained in K cannot

be nilpotent by producing two elements of coprime order which fail to commute.
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Let C+l be a complement for TT n K in TT, C a subgroup of F. Note that 77 n K

7^1, else the normal subgroup 77 would be contained in F which is impossible. Let

c be a nontrivial element of C and let g e K be defined by choosing g(c) to be a

nontrivial element a of A and g(¿»)= 1 for all b^c in F. The commutator h = [g, c]

e H n K, hence has order prime to c; moreover h(c)=g'1(c)gc(c)=a~1 while

h%c) = ig-yic^Xc) = i if c2 ^ i,

= a   ifc2 = 1.

Since A and F have coprime order we can insure that not both a and c have order

two, hence h^hc and TT is not nilpotent.

Proof of theorem. Since 0(F) = 1 if and only if 0(^4) = 1, one part of the proof

is an immediate consequence of 2.6.3 which states that 0(F)^0(H/). Conversely

if 0(/l) = l then by 3.1.1 x¥{A) = S{A)a=ZPL x ■ ■ ■ xZPn for primes/?!, ...,/»„. Since

0(F) = 1 by 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 F splits over W{K) = Y{AyBK Hence T(F) as a normal

nilpotent subgroup of W is contained in T(H/). By Lemma 3.2.2 then Y{W)

= Y{K)=W{AyB) and since W=KB=Y{W)K*B where Y{W) n F* = l we have

Y{W) n K*B=l. In other words W splits over Y{W) so by virtue of 3.1.2 it is

enough to show that Y{W) = S{W)a. Clearly S{W)a^Y{W). But Y{W)=xV{A)m

= (ZPlx • ■ ■ xZPn)(B)=Zpf x • • • xZ(Bn\ that is T(IF) is a product of minimal

normal subgroups of W and is abelian, which implies the remaining inclusion and

thus equality. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

3.3. Proof of Theorem 4. I am indebted to L. G. Kovacs for suggesting the

following lemma.

Lemma 3.3.1. Let D be an abelian normal subgroup of a group G and suppose

G splits over D. If M is a maximal subgroup of G, either M contains D or M C\ D

is a maximal G normal subgroup of D. Conversely, every maximal G normal sub-

group of D occurs as M C\ D, where M is a maximal subgroup of G.

Proof. Let C be a complement for F in G and let M be maximal in G. If D £ M

then MD = G; hence M n D<G. If Mr\D<N^D with N<G then M<NC.

For if m = de {d e D, c e C) is an arbitrary element of M, then since TV$ M we

have NM=G; hence d=nmx (« e TV, mxeM) and thus mx = n'1de M n D<N

from which it follows that de TV and m e NC. That M<NC follows from the fact

that M n D < TV. We conclude that NC=G and TV= D.

Now suppose TT is a maximal G normal subgroup of D. If de D\H, then

nmG{d, H) = D which implies, since D is abelian, that {d, TTC> = G, from which it

follows that TTC is maximal in G.

For convenience we restate

Theorem 4. Let A and B be groups without maximal subgroups, with A abelian.

Then W=A Wr F {A wr F) has no maximal subgroups.
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Proof. We assume W contains a maximal subgroup M and look for a contra-

diction. If the base group K is contained in M then M=K (M n B); hence there

exists a proper subgroup Bx of F such that M n B<Bx and M<KBX. So K^M

and by Lemma 3.3.1 K n M isa maximal IF normal subgroup of K, which implies

that TTb(K n M) = tt„,(Kn M) for all b,b'eB. Let Trb(Kn M)<L<A. Then

K n M<LiB)<\ W, a contradiction which establishes the theorem.
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